The Path to a Healthy Life
Week 6: Healing is learning to live within healthy limits and boundaries
TRANSITIONAL ACTIVITY: Listen and respond

Story of the man and the Bridge (Edwin Friedman)
“Once upon a time there was a man who, looking for a fulfilled life, tried and
succeeded and failed at many things, but none of them really fulfilled him. One
day an opportunity for him to experience exactly the way of living he had
dreamed about. But the opportunity would only be available for a short time and
would never come again. Eager to take advantage of this opportunity, the man
started on his journey to reach the city where he could begin. With each step, he
moved faster and faster. Each time he thought about his goal, his heart beat
quicker; and with each vision of what lay ahead, he found renewed vigor. As he
hurried along, he came to a bridge that crossed through the middle of a town. The
bridge spanned high above a dangerous river.
“After starting across the bridge, he noticed someone coming from the opposite
direction. The stranger seemed to be coming toward him to greet him. As the
stranger grew closer, the man could discern that they didn’t know each other, but
yet they looked amazingly similar. They were even dressed alike. The only
difference was that the stranger had a rope wrapped many times around his
waist. If stretched out, the tope would reach a length of perhaps thirty feet.
“The stranger began to unwrap the rope as he walked. As the two men met at the
top of the bridge, the stranger said, ‘Pardon me, would you be so kind as to hold
the end of this rope for me?’
“The man agreed without a thought, reached out, and took the end offered him.
“’Thank you,’ said the stranger. He then added, ‘be sure to hold it with two hands
now, and remember, hold tight.’ At that point, the stranger jumped off the
bridge. The man on the bridge abruptly felt a strong pull from the now-extended
rope. He automatically held tight and was almost dragged over the side of the
bridge.
“’What are you trying to do?’ the man shouted to the stranger below.
“’Just hold tight!’ said the stranger.

“This is ridiculous, the man thought. He began trying to haul the other man back
to safety. Again he yelled over the edge of the bridge, ‘Why did you do this?’
“‘Remember,’ the stranger yelled back, ‘if you let go I will plummet into the river
and be lost.’
“‘But I cannot pull you up,’ the man cried.
“’I am your responsibility,’ replied the stranger.
“’I did not ask for this responsibility,’ said the man.
“’If you let go, I will die,’ repeated the stranger.
“The man began to look around for help. No one was within sight. He began to
think about his predicament. Here he was eagerly pursuing a unique opportunity,
and now he was being sidetracked for who knows how long.
“Maybe I can tie the rope somewhere, he thought. He examined the bridge
carefully, but there was nowhere to tie off in order to get rid of his newfound
burden. So he again yelled over the edge, ‘What do you want?’
“’Just your help,’ came the answer.
“’How can I help? I cannot pull you up, and there is no place to tie the rope while I
find someone else who can help you.’
“’Just keep hanging on,’ replied the dangling man. ‘That will be enough.’
“Fearing that his arms could not hold out much longer, the man tied the rope
around his waist. ‘Why did you do this?’ he asked again. ‘Don’t you see what you
have done? What purpose could you have in mind?’
“’Just remember,’ the stranger said, ‘my life is in your hands.’
“Now the man was perplexed. He reasoned within himself, If I let go, all my life I
will know that I let this other man die. If I stay, I risk losing my momentum toward
my own long-sought-after salvation. Wither way this will haunt me forever.
“As time went by, still no one came. The man became keenly aware that is was
almost too late to resume his journey. If he didn’t leave immediately, he wouldn’t
arrive in time. Finally he devised a plan.
“’Listen,’ he explained to the man hanging below, ‘I think I know how to save you.’
He mapped out the idea: The stranger could climb back up by wrapping the rope
around him. Loop by loop the rope would become shorter. But the dangling man
had no interest in the idea.

“’I don’t think I can hang on much longer, warned the man on the bridge.
“’You must try,’ appealed the stranger. ‘If you fail, I die.’
“Suddenly a new idea struck the man on the bridge. It was different and even
alien to his normal way of thinking. ‘I want you to listen carefully,’ he said,
‘because I mean what I am about to say.’
“The dangling man indicated that he was indeed listening.
“’I will not accept the position of choice for your life, only for my own; I hereby
give back the position of choice for your own life to you.’
“’What do you mean?’ the other asked, afraid.
“’I simply mean that it’s up to you. You decide which way this ends. I will become
the counterweight. You do the pulling and bring yourself up. I will even tug some
from here.’ He unwound the rope from around his waist and braced himself to be
a counterweight. He was ready to help as soon as the dangling man began to act.
“’You cannot mean what you say,’ the stranger shrieked. ‘You would not be so
selfish. I am your responsibility. What could be so important that you would let
someone die? Do not do this to me!’
“After a long pause, the man on the bridge at last uttered slowly, ‘I accept your
choice.’ In voicing these words, he freed his hands of the rope, letting it go, and
continued on his journey over the bridge.
Questions: THOUGHTS?
What is this story trying to teach us?
As Christians, we want to help people who have fallen off a bridge. We do
everything we can to pull them up, or at least keep them from falling farther.
But often we do this at great personal expense emotionally and spiritually…only
to find out they will jump off some other bridge the next month.
Questions: Do we take the rope? How long should we hold on? Can we make the
other responsible? Can we let go?

At the heart of many problems in our relationships (church, work, home, etc.) is
conflict over properly respecting and understanding limits and boundaries.
Understanding our boundaries and limits is one of the most important character
qualities and skills emotionally healthy Christians need in order to be long-term
lovers of God and others.

An emotional, relational, spiritual healthy life means learning to live within
LIMITS
Review our limits from last week
o Physical
o Education
o Experience
o Theological
o Catastrophic
o Relational
Limits come in all shapes and sizes. Some are temporary, while others stay with us
the rest of our lives. Some come from the inside, while others are imposed from
the outside. For example, a limit can be:
• A situation in life (ailing/aging parent)
• A scar from the past (bouts of depression because of childhood abuse)
• A personality trait (introverts)
• A physical reality (need 8 hours sleep)
Question: What are some of your limits? List them.
We cannot do everything. We must make healthy choices that produce healthy
results (THE PATH). When we try to take on, expect, or do things beyond our
limits… we become unhealthy.
• A lack of limits/boundaries allows for unhealthy comparisons and unhealthy
scripts to play out.
• When we have no limits… frenzied, covetous,
Question: Where are limits violated?

Home, work, church, neighborhood…anywhere where there are more than one.
And the more intimate the context, the more important limits and boundaries
become.
Question: What does our story teach us about limits?
Healthy people learn to discern and live within their limits.

An emotional, relational, spiritual healthy life means learning to live within
BOUNDARIES
Limits are internally and externally imposed “limitations.”
Boundaries are:
• Are Limits I impose on others.
• Are the realization that I am a separate person, apart from others.
• Show where I end and the other person begins.
People with poor boundaries feel compelled to do what unhealthy others want
even though it is not what they want to do.
• “I can’t say ‘no’”
• “I can’t let them down”
• “I have to be nice”
To be healthy, I must define and protect my boundaries with anything that
breathes. Our boundaries get tested numerous times each day.
The world’s needs are far greater than my personal supply. And I must discern
what is the best response in the long run over other’s unhealthy expectations.
Question: What does our story teach us about boundaries?
Broken, unhealthy people often use abuse healthy people in order to maintain
some sense of control or order in life. Without knowing our limits and establishing
healthy boundaries, we are drained of our spiritual and emotional vitality.

Healthy people learn to discern and impose appropriate boundaries around their
relationships.

Integrating Limits and Boundaries into Life
1. Practice consistent self-care
a. Our “tanks”
i. Spiritual
ii. Emotional
iii. Physical
iv. Relational
2. Place boundaries on invasive people
3. Give yourself permission to say ‘no’
4. Learn how to live with boundaries: together but separate
a. A sense of self.
i. Thoughts
ii. Feelings
iii. Judgments
iv. Fears
v. Hopes
vi. Beliefs
vii. Abilities
viii. Likes/Dislikes
b. Differentiation. My own self in relation to another.
i. I won’t let the anxieties/needs of others dictate my true self
actions.
ii. Space for own
1. Career
2. Hobbies
3. Friends
4. Spiritual Life
iii. Decide together
1. Finances
2. Church

3. Parenting style
4. Vacations
5. Learn how to live with others’ boundaries
a. Respect for differentiation
b. Separateness is good. For everyone.
c. Treat one another as Christ would the individual
d. Taken seriously
e. Okay to disagree
God invites us to do life, work from a place of rest. Watch carefully for signals of
having strayed from the God-given life.

The Path to a Healthy Life
Week 6: Healing is learning to live within healthy limits and boundaries
At the heart of many problems in our relationships is
conflict over properly respecting and understanding
limits and boundaries.
Understanding our boundaries and limits is one of the
most important character qualities and skills
emotionally healthy Christians need in order to be longterm lovers of God and others.

An emotional, relational, spiritual healthy life means learning to live within _____________.
Limits come in all shapes and sizes. Some are ________________, while others stay with us the
rest of our lives.
Some come from the _________, while others are imposed from the ___________.
What are some of your limits? Try to identify a few from the following categories:
• Personality/temperament
Some of my limits are:
• Number of gifts/talents
• Scars and wounds from your past
• Emotional needs and capacity
• Relational status and obligations
• Where you live
• Finances and resources
• Intellectual capacity
• Spiritual understanding

When we try to take on, expect, or do things beyond our limits… we become ______________.

Healthy people learn to _____________ and _________ within their limits.

An emotional, relational, spiritual healthy life means learning to live within _____________.

Boundaries are ___________ that I impose on others.

People with poor boundaries feel _____________ to do what unhealthy others want even
though it is not what they want to do.

To be healthy, I must ____________ and ____________my boundaries.

Without knowing our limits and establishing healthy boundaries, we are _____________ of our
spiritual and emotional vitality.

Healthy people learn to _____________ and _____________ appropriate boundaries around
their relationships.

Integrating Limits and Boundaries into Life
1. Practice consistent _________________.
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2. Place boundaries on ____________ people.

3. Give yourself permission to say ‘no’

4. Learn how to live with boundaries: together but separate

5. Learn how to live with others’ boundaries

God invites us to do life, work from a place of rest. Watch carefully for signals of having strayed
from the God-given life.

